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ABSTRACT




Significant scientific and technical challenges within the terahertz (THz) frequency
regime have recently motivated an array of new research activities. This involves
numerous applications of this region of the electromagnetic spectrum between
approximately 100 GHz (3mm) and 3 1Hz (100 gm) for both spectroscopy and imaging
purposes. 1Hz time domain spectroscopy is unique in that the time domain waveforms
are measured and the complex optical constants are deduced directly without resorting
to the Kramers-Kronig Analysis.
In this work, 1Hz spectroscopy has been used to characterize different types of
materials. Materials investigated consisted of semiconductors, gate dielectric materials,
high energetic materials and cyclic olefin polymers. Besides demonstrating that surface
roughness affects the 1Hz transmission, one of the most significant contributions of this
work has been to deduce the number of defect states in buried layers. The study also
attempts to develop a preliminary model based on effective medium approximations to
predict the thickness of the interfacial layer which might be having a myriad of
applications in the semiconductor industry. The characterization of a cyclic olefin
polymer showed that it is probably the "candidate of the future" for fabrication of far
infrared optics mainly because of its low loss and transparency in both the visible and
far infrared region of the EM spectrum.
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The technology of generating short optical pulses has advanced remarkably in the recent
years. The availability of short optical pulses, especially those of femtosecond laser
pulses, and the development of semiconductor technology, including the ultrafast
photoconductive thin films and semiconductor quantum structures as a fraction of its
products, have fostered an innovative field called 1Hz optoelectronics which resulted in
the birth of 1Hz time domain spectroscope. It is a relatively new area of research in the
field of material characterization which was first demonstrated in 1988 2 . Recently, this
field is undergoing major changes as 1Hz sources and detectors have been developed to a
point where reasonable acquisition rates and high signal to noise ratio are achievable 3 .
One of the main objectives in this field is to be able to know the effect of the interaction
of 1Hz beams with various materials and create a library of the spectroscopic data of
different materials which can then be used to develop 1Hz imaging systems and study the
dynamic response of novel materials such as nanotubes and artificial dielectrics.
One of the challenges in 1Hz spectroscopy is to develop analytic methods to
extract meaningful information from the experimental spectroscopic data. Particularly,
the problem of identifying specific materials based on their 1Hz response has far
reaching consequences. Some materials have a multitude of absorption lines at room
temperature corresponding to 1Hz frequencies, thereby motivating the current work.
In this thesis, an attempt has been made to study different materials of
contemporary interest to categorize their spectral signatures. It emphasizes the use of
1Hz radiation as a non-invasive tool to investigate the far infrared response of
1
2
semiconductors, high dielectric constant materials and some other materials of
contemporary interest. In addition to material characterization, it has been shown that
1Hz radiation can be used effectively to study grain size dependent scattering effects on
the extinction spectra of materials.
1.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces the field of 1Hz time domain spectroscopy (TH2-TDS) and
discusses the motivation of this work for characterization of materials using such
techniques. It presents the roadmap for this thesis and a concise summary of the original
contribution of this work.
1.1.1 THz Radiation
The 1H2 region of the electromagnetic spectrum, loosely defined by' 0.1-10 1Hz (1 1Hz
= 10 12 cycles/second) has been the most under-explored regions until recent times. 1Hz
radiation was discovered by Heinrich Rubens and Ernest Fox Nichols at the University of
Berlin in 1896. After Nichols left Berlin, Rubens continued the work, and in 1900 he
isolated wavelengths of 6THz (50 microns) after careful measurements.
By its very nature, 1H2 radiation bridges the gap between microwave and
optical frequencies. The 1Hz band lies at the border of these two regimes as shown in
Figure 1.1 and is somewhat resistant to the measurement techniques employed in these
well established neighboring bands.
i Some authors define 0.1-30 6THz as the 6THz band. While there is no agreement in the literature, we have
adopted 0.1-IOTHz as it corresponds to the traditional "THz Gap" region.
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Figure 1.1 The 1Hz "Gap".
(Source: Marcel Stilihart, NLO Colloquium 2004-2005; THz Waves for Imaging and Spectroscopy.)
Historically, the major domain of THz spectroscopy has been to study the
molecular vibrational and rotational resonances in the upper atmosphere since high water
vapor absorption in the lower atmosphere constrained early interest and funding in THz
science4 . Since the 1990's however, the THz region of frequencies has been employed to
look at a wide variety of materials including ceramics 5, environmental pollutants6 ,
semiconductors and chemical mixtures. 1Hz radiation is now available in both CW and
pulsed forms, down to single cycles or less with peak powers upto 10 MW. Novel
sources are leading to new science in many areas, as researchers are becoming aware of
the opportunities for research progress in their fields using 1Hz radiation. Applications of
1Hz spectroscopy and imaging in such diverse areas as ferroelectrics 9, semiconductor
nanostructures I°, photonic crystals11' 12, semiconductors' 14, medical diagnostics,
4
detection and identification of drugs in mail", spectroscopy of biomaterials 16 and
detection of explosives 17 have been reported.
1.2 THz Spectroscopy Systems
A number of different methods exist for spectroscopic studies in the 1Hz region of
frequencies. The most common among them is Fourier Transform Infrared (F1IR)
Spectroscopy which has an extremely high bandwidth that enables characterization of
material properties from 1Hz frequencies well into the infrared region of the
electromagnetic spectrum. In such a spectroscopic system, the sample is illuminated with
a broadband thermal source and is placed in one arm of an optical interferometer system
and then the arms are scanned with respect to each other. Bolometers are usually used to
measure the interferometric output. A Fourier transform then yields the power spectral
density of the material. The main disadvantage is its limited spectral resolution and the
loss of the phase information.
Higher resolution spectral measurements maybe made using a narrowband system
utilizing a tunable 1Hz source or detector. In these systems, the source or detector is
tuned across the desired bandwidth and the spectral response of the sample is measured
directly. Both F1IR spectroscopy and narrowband spectroscopy are widely used for
passive measurements of thermal emission lines of molecules 18 .
1Hz-TDS on the other hand, uses short pulses of broadband 1Hz radiation which
are generated by using an ultrafast laser pulse. This technique grew from the pioneering
work in the 1980's at AT&T Bell Laboratories and the IBM T. J. Watson Research
Center19 20  Though the spectral range in 1Hz-TDS systems is much lower than for F1IR
5
spectroscopy systems21 , it has a number of advantages that has given rise to specific
applications. Most importantly, in THz-TDS, the electric field amplitude is measured in a
coherent manner, which results in very high sensitivity and also yields information about
the phase. This has an important consequence in the fact that the optical parameters of the
material under study can be inferred without using the Kramers-Kronig relations. Figure
1.2 shows the block diagram of a typical 1Hz time domain spectroscopy system.
Figure 1.2 Block Diagram of a 1Hz time domain spectrometer.
1.3 Motivation
1Hz radiation with a fundamental period of around 1 ps, is uniquely suited to study a
variety of important systems. For example, electrons in highly excited atomic Rydberg
states which orbit at 1Hz frequencies and also, quite a few molecules have rotational
states corresponding to the 1Hz region22 . Biologically important collective modes causes
proteins and polar liquids (such as water) to absorb at 1Hz frequencies 23 . Free electrons
in semiconductors and nanostructures resonate at THz frequencies 24 ' 25 . An electron in
6
Intel's 1Hz transistor races under the gate in ~ 1 As which corresponds to 1 1Hz. Gaseous
and solid state plasmas oscillate at 1Hz frequencies. Also, scattering effects contribute
appreciably to the extinction spectrum of materials when the size of the particles becomes
comparable to the si2e of the wavelengths (1 1Hz = 300 j_Lin)26.
At the same time, 1Hz sensing and imaging techniques have several advantages
over other sensing and imaging techniques. While microwave and X-ray imaging
modalities provide pictures which have depth resolution, 1Hz imaging techniques can
provide depth as well as spectral information. The unique rotational and vibrational
responses of biological materials within the 1H2 range provide information that is
generally absent in optical, X-ray and NMR images. Additionally, 1Hz radiation easily
penetrates inside many dielectrics which are opaque to visible light making them a useful
and complementary imaging source in this context.
1.4 Dissertation Overview
The aim of this research has been to use 1Hz radiation to characteri2e materials that are
of current interest to the scientific community. The research involved optical
spectroscopy system design, assembling the requisite hardware and the development of
computational algorithms for the analysis of experimental data to characterize different
materials. Numerous ideas have been brought together and unified in their potential for
the advancement of THz spectroscopic studies.
The choice of the materials for characterization using 1Hz spectroscopic
techniques was based on the relative impact factor of the materials for industrial
applications and their characterization using 1Hz time domain techniques. Figure 1.3
7
shows the current relative impact factor (based on the number of papers) of the materials
that have been investigated as a part of this dissertation. The chapters have also been
arranged accordingly.
Figure 1.3 Relative Impact Factor of materials for current industrial applications. The
red region of each material shows the extent of THz studies with the materials while the
magenta region depicts the research of other optical or electrical measurements.
In the current chapter, the introduction and motivation of this dissertation is
outlined and the current state of knowledge is summarized. The major contributions of
this thesis towards the field of THz science are highlighted. Chapter 2 presents a
description of the concept of THz spectroscopy in detail. It introduces the different THz
generation and detection techniques currently employed by researchers with special
emphasis on the experimental set-ups that were designed for this thesis. The technical
specifications of the hardware that was used for the experiments have also been outlined.
Chapter 3 deals with the study of semiconductor materials using THz radiation.
This chapter describes a case study of Silicon (since it is a well studied material) and
introduces the computational algorithm that was developed to numerically correct for
8
Fabry-Perot effects in the frequency dependent refractive index of a material and was
later used to analyze the experimental data obtained by studying other materials as part of
this dissertation.
Chapter 4 is devoted to illustrating the use of THz spectroscopic methods to
estimate the interfacial defect density in films of gate dielectric materials deposited on
Silicon substrates in which the experimentally obtained results were analyzed using the
Drude model.
Chapter 5 deals with the investigation of polymers and chemicals using THz
spectroscopic techniques. The first part deals with the study of Ammonium Nitrate with
different grain sizes and the second part describes the investigation of a chemical agent of
contemporary interest which shows that THz spectroscopic techniques can be effectively
used for automated detection of these agents in security screening. In particular, the last
part of the chapter describes the study of cyclic olefin polymers, a polymer that is used to
fabricate omnidirectional photonic crystal fibers.
The important conclusions and future directions of this work have been
summarized in Chapter 6.
1.5 Original Contributions
This dissertation makes a number of significant contributions in the field of 1Hz science
and technology. In the area of material characterization, Chapter 3 presents a unique
numerical technique to account for the multiple reflection oscillations in the frequency
dependent complex refractive index. It also highlights some experimental results which
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show that 1Hz radiation can be used to monitor surface roughness of semiconductor
wafers.
Chapter 4 details the demonstration of a non-contact characterization method
using THz spectroscopy which has been proposed for estimating defect density for
industry grade wafers in which high dielectric constant materials are present. Here, the
Drude model has been used to analyze the differential transmission experimental results.
The contribution of this chapter has been to simultaneously estimate the carrier scattering
times and the interfacial defect density and incorporate diffusion effects and an effective
medium approximation in the model to account for the dissipation of optical energy
within the wafers.
A demonstration of reflection spectroscopy using 1Hz radiation has been
described in Chapter 5 and an introductory idea of the theoretical models using Mie
theory to predict the effect of grain size dependent scattering effects of 1Hz radiation has
also been given. The reflectance spectra obtained have been successively used to develop
an interferometric imaging array in parallel research efforts within the group. Also, in this
chapter, a cyclic olefin polymer has been studied for the first time using THz techniques
and its applications in fabricating THz optics have been discussed.
These contributions will advance the research in THz spectroscopic related areas
and provide substantial improvements to the existing knowledge and technology as also
serve to extend THz applications to new ground breaking realms.
CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THZ TIME DOMAIN SPECTROSCOPY
This chapter sets the perspective for this thesis by providing a historical background of
the rich science in THz technology. It reviews the various generation and detection
methods of THz radiation which have resulted due to the commercial availability of
ultrafast lasers. Also, in recent years there have been significant advances as efficient
THz sources and more sensitive detectors have opened up a range of potential
applications. Finally, it describes in detail, the theoretical background of the experimental
set-up that was built to conduct the experiments described in the later chapters of this
thesis.
2.1 THz Sources
Modern THz systems are limited by the lack of availability of high power, low cost and
portable sources of THz radiation. Therefore at present, greater part of the scientific
research is devoted to develop new sources of TH2 radiation using novel lasers, high
speed electronics and new materials.
THz sources can be broadly classified as incoherent thermal sources, broadband
pulsed technologies or narrowband continuous wave (CW) methods.
2.1.1 Broadband THz Sources
The vast majority of pulsed broadband sources of THz radiation operate on the basis of
excitation of different materials with ultrafast pulses of laser light. Quite a few different
mechanisms are exploited to generate THz radiation which includes photocarrier
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acceleration in biased photoconducting semiconductors 27 , second order nonlinear effects
in electro optic crystals28, plasma oscillations29, nonlinear transmission lines3, and
nonlinear processes in fibers31 . Typical conversion efficiencies of all the above processes
are very low (~ 10 .6) and consequently, while the average optical power of the ultrafast
laser is in the region of few watts, the 1Hz power tends to be in the nW to 1,1W range.
Optical rectification and photoconduction are two of the most common methods
for generation of TH2 pulses. The former is based on the inverse process of the electro-
optic effect and the energy of the THz pulse comes directly from the laser pulse
excitation. The conversion efficiency depends on the second order nonlinear coefficient
of the material as also the phase matching conditions. The pump pulses produce an
ultrafast transient polarization, P(t), which radiates at THz frequencies. The temporal
profile of the 1Hz pulse is given by the second time derivative of the transient
polarization32. Much of the research nowadays is focused on optimizing the THz
generation through investigation of material properties of electro optic crystals which
include conventional semiconductors such as GaAs and ZnTe 33 , organic polymers like
DAST34 and many others. It should be remembered however, that optical rectification
produces THz pulses of low power but has the advantage of providing high bandwidth
which might extend upto 50 THz35 .
The photoconductive approach uses high speed photoconductors as transient
current sources for radiating antennas 36. Typical photoconductors include low
temperature grown GaAs (LTG-GaAs), InP and radiation damaged Silicon on Sapphire
(SOS). Metallic electrodes are used to bias the photoconductive gap and form the
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antenna. Details about this mechanism will be outlined in Section 3 where the
experimental set-up built for the purpose of this dissertation will be described.
2.1.2 Narrowband THz Sources
Sources of narrowband THz radiation are generally used to achieve very high resolution
in spectroscopic studies. They also have potential applications in telecommunications and
are particularly attractive for inter satellite links offering high bandwidth. A number of
techniques are under development, some of which are upconversion of electronic RF
sources, lasers and backward wave oscillators' 38 ' 39 .
The most common technique for generating low power CW THz radiation is
microwave generation followed by frequency multiplication which has been possible due
to the commercial availability of compact all-solid-state devices. Tuning bandwidths are
typically 5-10% for highest power devices. Power ranges from 30 mW near 0.2 THz to
about 1 ptW at 1.6 THz. Utilizing such methods, frequencies as high as 2.7 THz have
been demonstrated40 . Research also continues to increase the frequency of GUNN and
IMPAT1 diodes to the lower reaches of the THz region using alternate semiconducting
structures and improved fabrication techniques41 .
Backward wave oscillators that are available commercially have powers varying
from 100 mW near 0.1 1Hz to 1 mW near 1.2 1Hz. However, current designs only give
multimode THz beams as the output.
Gas lasers are another common source of THz radiation. In these sources, a CO2
laser pumps a low pressure gas cavity which lases at the emission frequencies of the gas
molecules. These lasers are spot tunable and typically require very large cavities and KW
power supplies; however they can provide high output powers — power levels upto 1 W at
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2.5 THz have been demonstrated in the laboratory. Methanol and HCN lasers are most
popular and they are in common use for spectroscopy and heterodyne receivers 42 ' 43 .
Extremely high power THz emissions have been achieved using free electron
lasers (FEL) with energy recovering linear accelerators`. FELs use a high velocity bunch
of electrons propagating in vacuum through a strong, spatially varying magnetic field.
The magnetic field causes the electrons to oscillate and emit photons. Mirrors are used to
confine the beams to the electron beam line, which forms the gain medium of the laser.
Even though such systems impose size constraints and require a dedicated facility, they
may operate in either CW or pulsed mode and provide average brightness about six
orders of magnitude higher than typical photoconductive antenna emitters.
Some optical techniques have also been pursued to generate narrowband THz
radiation. In one such approach, two CW lasers with slightly differing central frequencies
are combined in a material exhibiting a high second order non linearity such as DAST.
The laser frequencies interfere in the material to result in difference frequencies that lie in
the THz range45 . Recent approaches include the mixing of two frequency offset lasers in
LTG-GaAs46 .
A very recent technique involves the use of quantum cascade lasers to generate
CW THz radiation. Though initial demonstrations involved operation around 10 K47 ,
recent progress has resulted in CW lasing above liquid nitrogen temperatures at 93 K 48
and pulsed operation at upto 137 K49.
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2.2 THz Detectors
Complementary to the effort of finding new and efficient THz sources, 1Hz detectors are
equally the object of active pursuit in the field of THz science. It is quite a difficult task
since the power of emitted THz signals is weak. Moreover, due to low photon energies of
the THz band (1-10 meV) ambient thermal noise prevails over the 1Hz signal which
necessitates the need for highly sensitive detection methods.
2.2.1 Field Detectors
For the detection of the electric field of the THz pulse in THz-TDS systems, a coherent
system of detection is employed. Such systems are based on either the method of free
space electro-optic sampling (FSEOS) or photoconductive sampling, both of which rely
on ultrafast lasers.
In FSEOS, when an electro-optic crystal is put in the THz field, its index
ellipsoid is modified by the incident THz pulse and this modification is read by the
optical probe beam which changes the state of polarization of the optical beam. The
polarization state is detected by a pair of balanced detectors. Figure 2.1 shows the
schematic of the balanced detection scheme. The ellipticity modulation of the optical
beam is then polarization analyzed to obtain the information about the amplitude and
phase of the THz pulse. It has been found that <110> oriented zinc blende crystals
provide the highest sensitivity. ZnTe is a popular crystal for electro-optic detection
because of its high electro-optic coefficient and mechanical properties though several
other crystals have shown promise which include GaSe, LaTiO3 and DAST 5 ' 51 .
Extremely high detection bandwidths in excess of 100 THz have been demonstrated
using thin crystals and very short pulses of laser light52.
Figure 2.1 (a) Relative orientations of the THz E field and the polarizations of the THz
and laser probe with respect to ZnTe, (b) the primed axes describe the optical and THz
probe propagation (x'), the THz (y') and the probe beam (z') polarization. The double
primed axes refer to the orientation of the main axes of the refractive index under the
applied 1Hz bias, (c) and (d) depicts the projection of the ellipsoid on the surface of the
crystal as seen by the laser probe without the 1Hz (c) and with the THz (d).
In the photoconductive sampling method, an unbiased photoswitch is used to
measure the THz field. THz-TDS systems based on photoconductive emitters and
receivers have been demonstrated with flat spectral responses between 0.3 THz and 7.5
THz53 . Ultrahigh bandwidth detection has also been demonstrated using photoconductive
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sampling techniques with detectable frequencies in excess of 60 1Hz 54 . Details of this
method will be given in Section 3.
Other detection configurations that increase the sensitivity of the detection
method involves the procedure of heterodyne detection which consists of mixing of two
signals, the incoming 1Hz CW signal and the local oscillator (LO) signal. The
downshifted signal is then amplified and measured55 . However, this method is possible
for use only with narrowband CW 1Hz radiation.
2.2.2 Energy Detectors
The most popular 1Hz energy detector is the bolometer which exhibits large bandwidth
and sensitivity. Most of them require cooling to reduce the spurious thermal noise.
Common systems involve helium-cooled Silicon, Germanium and InSb bolometers.
Research in superconductors has resulted in extremely sensitive bolometers based on the
change of state of a superconductor such as niobium. A single photon detector for THz
photons has also been demonstrated56 and though detection speeds are currently limited
to 1 ms, high speed designs have been proposed and this has the potential for
revolutioni2ing the field of TTHz detection.
2.3 Basic THz Time Domain Spectroscopic Set -up
The experimental set-up that was built for the purpose of this thesis is based on the
photoconductive mode of operation; that is, photoconductive antennas are used both as
the source and detector of TTHz radiation. Such method of detection is also known as
photoconductive sampling (PC Sampling). A detailed theory involving this approach is
presented in the following sub-sections.
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2.3.1 THz Generation Involving Photoconductors
LTG-GaAs is the photoconductivg material used as the source of 1Hz radiation. An
antenna structure is microlithographically imprinted on its surface. This configuration is
typically known as an Auston switch. A silicon lens is mounted above the antenna to
collimate the emitted 1Hz radiation. Figure 2.2 shows the configuration of the antenna.
Figure 2.2 Configuration of the Auston switch that has been used in our set-up; A is the
LTG-GaAs substrate, B is the transmission line structure, C is the pump laser beam, D is
the source of ± 5 V bias at 12 KHz. The values of the switch are L = 1 mm, b = 60 d
= 10 Um and w = 20 Un.
The physical mechanism for generation of a 1Hz pulse in this configuration
begins with an ultrafast pulse with photon energies greater than the band gap of the
substrate material. This creates electron hole pairs in the photoconductor which accelerate
in the bias field resulting in a transient photocurrent. This fast time varying current
radiates electromagnetic waves with THz frequency.
Theoretically, the free carrier lifetime in a photoconductive antenna on LTG-
GaAs substrate can be approximated to be equal to the carrier trapping time because the
trapping time in mid-gap states is much shorter than the recombination time 37. Under
these conditions, the time dependent behavior of the carrier density is given by,
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where n is the carrier density and G(t) = no exp(t/At) 2 is the generation rate of the carriers
due to photoexcitation of the laser pulse with At being the pulse width of the laser which
in the present case is ~ 100 fs. Table 2.1 shows the variation of the carrier lifetime with
the annealing temperature5S .
Table 2.1 Carrier Lifetime in LTG-GaAs for Different Anneal Temperatures
The generated carriers are accelerated by the electric field bias with a velocity rate
given by,
where qe,h are the average velocity of the carriers, qe,h is the charge of the electron or hole,
Orel is the momentum relaxation time (30 fs in LTG-GaAs) and E is the local electric
field. Taking into account the above expressions and Maxwell's equations, the field of
the 1Hz radiation at an angle 0 relative to the dipole axis is given by,
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Here c is the velocity of light, co is the permittivity of vacuum and N is the refractive
index of the material in which the dipole is placed. The on-axis far radiated field far from
the dipole is therefore simply described by,
The first term describes the carrier density charge effect while the second term
describes the effect of the application of the electric field bias that is applied to the
antenna. The main results can be summarized as,
(a) ETCHis proportional to the inverse of the effective mass of the carriers. Since in
LTG-GaAs, the effective mass of the holes is five times larger than that of
electrons, the effect of the holes is comparatively reduced.
(b) The first term in Equation 2.3 is much greater than the second and so the 1Hz
radiation emitted is mainly due to the ultrafast change in carrier density 29 .
(c) The pulse width of ETCH becomes larger when the width of the laser pulse is
increased.
The antenna geometry also plays an important role in the generation of 1Hz
radiation and the geometry that exists in the photoconductive switch in the experimental
set-up is a dipole broadside antenna which resonates around a frequency of 0.5 THz.
2.3.2 THz Detection Involving PC Sampling
An identical antenna structure like the emitter photoconductive antenna is used. Instead
of applying a bias to the photoconductor, a current amplifier coupled with a lock-in
amplifier syncronized with the emitter bias frequency is used to measure the transient
voltage across the antenna terminals while the photoconductor is biased by the
instantaneous 1Hz field. The configuration of the detection scheme is shown in Figure
2.3.
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Figure 2.3 Detection configuration for PC Sampling.
In PC Sampling, the reconstructed 1Hz waveforms depend not only on the actual
electric field, ETH(t) incident on the receiver antenna but also on the frequency dependent
antenna response H(W), the carrier lifetime Ft and the momentum relaxation time rrel. The
charge generated at the terminals of the antenna is given by59,
	qfr) = Jqft)gft — r)dt 	 f2.5)
where qAt) is the induced bias voltage across the photoconducting gap obtained from,
	
qft) = SHfW)EfW)expfiWt)dW 	 f2.6)
and the time dependent conductance gAt) is dependent on the carrier lifetime and
momentum relaxation times. Here E(w)) is the Fourier transform of the incident 1Hz
electric field Enk(t, H(o) is the transfer function of the antenna, i.e. the ratio between
the voltage induced at the antenna terminals and the electric field, both represented in the
frequency domain. HAW) can be approximated in the current experimental set-up to be
~j w) since the dipole is short and it has a silicon lens attached at the back to collect the
1Hz radiation.
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2.4 Different THz-TDS Configurations used for Experiments
Figure 2.4 shows a diagram of the basic experimental configuration for 1Hz time domain
spectroscopy. Parabolic mirrors were used to collimate and guide the 1Hz beam through
the sample to the detector.
Figure 2.4 1Hz-TDS experimental set-up.
In most cases, this region was enclosed and purged with dry nitrogen to eliminate
the effects of water vapor absorption. The set-up is modified depending on the type of
information that needed to be extracted from the experimental time domain data.
However, they can be broadly divided into three generic classes.
(a) 1Hz transmission set-up: This set-up had been used for most of the work that will
be described later in this thesis. The sample investigated was placed at the focus
of the two parabolic mirrors. The spot size of the 1Hz beam is —2-3 mm.
(b) 1Hz Reflection set-up: In these studies, one of the plane mirrors was either
blocked with the sample fif the sample was large to block the entire mirror) or
was replaced with the sample. The spot size of the 1Hz beam is —40 mm in this
configuration and so it had to be ensured that both the sample and the mirror have
been illuminated with equal amounts of THz radiation and so in the case of
smaller samples, the big plane mirrors were replaced with smaller mirrors.
fc) Optical Pump-THz Probe experiments: The arrangement is similar to the
transmission geometry except the addition of an optical beam to pump the
sample. The optical pump beam and the 1Hz beam were perfectly synchronized
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as either both were triggered by the same ultrafast laser or the sample was
pumped by CW laser radiation.
The transmission and reflection set-ups have been used for performing
equilibrium studies of materials when we wanted to obtain information about the
complex refractive index spectrum of the material. The optical pump-THz probe set-up
has been used for non equilibrium measurements when the change in response of the
sample induced by optical excitation was studied by probing the sample with a 1Hz
pulse.
For some experiments in this dissertation, a T-Ray 2000T  system has been used,
the schematic of which is shown in. Figure 2.5. It consists of fiber pigtailed 1Hz sources
and detectors and further details of the system is available here 6
Figure 2.5 The T-Ray System. It consists of a diode pumped solid state laser emitting <
80 fs at 800 nm, a group dispersion compensator fGDC) for shortening the pulse
broadening, the T-Ray control Unit which controls the delay stages and the 1Hz
transmitter and receiver. The high density polyethylene fHDPE) lenses were introduced
to focus the collimated beam onto the sample.
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2.5 Technical Specifications of the Hardware
(a) Ultrafast Laser System I: Spectra-Physics® Tsunami Ti:Sapphire laser with 1.2 W
of power was used which could be tuned to operate between 780 nm and 850 nm.
The typical wavelength of operation for most of the experiments was 800 nm.
The pulse width of the same varied between 60 fs and 125 fs. This was pumped
with 9.0 W of power by a Spectra-Physics ® Beamlok 2080 Argon laser which
operated at 514 nm.
(b) Ultrafast Laser System II: A home built Clark MAR ® Ti:Sapphire laser was used
which gave 0.5 W of power and operated at ~ 800 nm with a pulse width of 150
fs. This was pumped by a Coherent ® Innoqa 200 Argon Laser operating at 514
nm with 9.0 W of power.
(c) The T-Ray 2000 System: It consists of a diode pumped solid state laser emitting
< 80 fs at 800 nm, a group dispersion compensator fGDC) for shortening the
pulse broadening, the T-Ray control Unit which controls the delay stages and the
1Hz transmitter and receiver.
(d) Function Generator: Agilent Technologies ® Model 33120A function generator
was used to bias the emitter photoconductive antenna with a square wave voltage
of 5.0 Volts at a frequency of 12 KHz.
(e) Current Amplifier: Ithaco® Model 1211 current preamplifier was used to measure
the current produced due to the arrival of the 1Hz waveform at the detector
antenna.
(f) Lock-in Amplifier: EG&G® Model 7260 DSP amplifier was used to digitize the
signal at the terminals of the detector antenna. The reference frequency was
provided from the function generator at the emitter antenna.
(g) Translation Stages: Two Newport° UR73PP motorized linear translation stages
were used to perform the experiments. One was used to map out the entire 1Hz
waveform and the other was used to control the arrival of the pump pulse with
respect to the 1Hz pulse in optical pump — 1Hz probe measurements. The stages
provided 200 mm of travel with gm resolution and were controlled by Newport-
Klinger® motion controller.
(h) 1Hz antennas: High resistivity GaAs wafers had been used to fabricate the
antennas. The antennas were fabricated at Lucent Technologies, Murray Hill, NJ
and Picometrix, Ann Arbor, MI.
CHAPTER 3
CHARACTERIZATION OF SEMICONDUCTORS
The ultimate goal of all 1Hz systems is to extract information about the sample under
investigation. In the current chapter, the frequency dependent optical constants for a
semiconductor wafer, namely Silicon, are investigated.
In this work, numerical models based on Fabry-Perot effects have been
developed to characterize Silicon wafers by eliminating the effect of multiple reflections
within the wafers. Some preliminary interesting results obtained by studying single side
polished Silicon wafers have also been reported. The results show significant
improvement than previous values that have been quoted in the literature.
3.1 Objective and Motivation
Thin film silicon and related materials are a promising class of materials that have been
under development for numerous applications. Such materials have attracted considerable
attention owing to their high stability, carrier mobility and doping efficiency making
them promising candidates for low cost, efficient and reliable components for the
microelectronics industry.
The 1Hz frequency range is particularly interesting for semiconductors as the
majority of the oscillator strength of the Drude conductivity falls in this region61 ' 62, 63
This is important, as it allows non-contact characterization of the properties of
semiconductors like index of refraction, absorption coefficient, real and imaginary parts
of the dielectric constant and doping concentrations which is necessary for their
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applications in nanoelectronics where it is difficult, if not impossible, to use conventional
probes. The interaction of free carriers with photons in the 1Hz or the far infra-red region
is one of the critical concerns for device design at these frequencies.
One of the main motivating factors of this work was to utilize the 1Hz
spectroscopic technique on a well studied system like Silicon and developing
corresponding analytical models before proceeding to study systems that are not as well
characterized. In a comparison of 1Hz-TDS with FTIR spectroscopy measurements 64 ,
even though the latter is superior above 2 1Hz, the limited power of the radiation sources
and problems with the thermal background favor 1Hz-TDS below 2 1Hz.
Until recently, most of the previous absorption studies of doped Silicon had been
limited to the mid infra-red wavelength fX<<4011m) 65' 66 However, with the advent of
THz science and technology in the past decade or so, there have been leaps and bounds
towards studying different materials in this region of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Previous measurements with FTIR spectroscopy extend down to 0.6 1Hz where
the data are relatively imprecise. Recent studies employing 1Hz-TDS techniques have
shown that intrinsic Silicon is an exceptionally transparent optical material at 1Hz
frequencies ' 67, 6S, 69. Additionally, there have been quite a few reports of numerical
algorithms that have been developed to model the propagation of 1Hz radiation using the
Drude approximation and finally extracting the optical parameters of the materials under
study , 71, 72, 73 .
In this work, a generalized numerical method has been proposed to determine the
complex index of refraction of materials which may lead to estimation of other related
properties of the material such as electrical conductivity. This takes into account the
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effect of multiple oscillations within the material being investigated and thus, the model
can also be extended to the case when the sample is optically thick fwhen the transit time
of the 1Hz pulse is much larger than the duration of the pulse itself). Various types of
silicon wafers have been used to validate the analysis which can be divided into three
different classes on the following basis: resistivity, polishing and presence of oxide layer.
The results are very promising from the point of view of semiconductor
metrological applications since it has been shown experimentally, that surface roughness
on the face of the wafer affects the 1Hz transmission through each side of the wafer. This
would enable to distinguish between double side polished and single side polished wafers
using a non-contact technique. Additionally, the value of the refractive index obtained
from the proposed numerical technique is much closer to the expected values and thus the
work attempts to address some of the discrepancies in the values of the refractive index
that have been obtained by other researchers 24' 6S ' 69 .
3.2 Experimental Arrangement
A generalized scheme for 1Hz-TDS has already been described in Section 2.4; in Figure
3.1 a detailed schematic has been provided which has been used for experimental
measurements for this part of the dissertation.
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Figure 3.1 Experimental arrangement for linear 1Hz transmission measurements. The
1Hz source and detectors are fabricated on LTG-GaAs, FG is the function generator
which is used to bias and modulate the 1Hz source, Pre-amp amplifies and converts the
detected current f~no) to voltage f-200 mV) and the lock-in synchronizes the detector
process with the generator so that we have coherent detection. The variable time delay
stage is used is used to map out the complete temporal profile of the 1Hz pulse. The
typical resolution of the set-up is 30 GHz.
3.3 Samples Studied
Table 3.1 summarizes the different types of wafers that were used in this study. All the
wafers were of 4" diameter and were supplied by Virginia Semiconductors Inc and
Silicon Sense Inc.
Table 3.1 Parameters of Wafers that were Used in the Experiments
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3.4 Theoretical Model
The spectroscopic method consists in the measurement of a reference waveform MO and
a sample waveform EsAt) with the sample placed at the focus of the THz beam as shown
in Figure 3.1. The experimental transmission spectrum l'expfv) is calculated using the
Discrete Fourier Transform fDFT) of the sample and reference measurements as,
In the case of optically thin samples fthe transit time of the 1Hz pulse through the
sample is comparable to the width of the pulse itself), the overlap between successive
echoes limits the ability to break up the transmitted THz signal through the sample into
individual echoes and hence, the effects of multiple reflections through the sample have
to be considered while developing an analytical model with the following assumptions:
(a) The electromagnetic response of all the media is linear,
(b) The sample has two optically parallel and flat sides and
fc) The sample and the overlayers are isotropic without the presence of any surface
charges
The transmitted electric field of the sample EAv) is given by74,
In the above equation, the second term is the Fabry-Perot term arising out of multiple
reflections within the thin samples of Silicon, EAv) is the electric field of the emitted Hz
signal, Rab, Tab are the Fresnel reflection and transmission coefficients at the a-b
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interface, and P. is the propagation coefficient in medium m over a distance d and is
given by,
with n- afv)=na fv)+iica fv) being the complex refractive index of medium a. Hence the
theoretical complex transmission coefficient i'thfv) taking into account Fabry-Perot
effects is given by,
Equation 3.4 can be written in the following way to show the contribution of the Fabry-
Perot effects,
In order to evaluate the Fabry-Perot contribution, the samples were assumed
dispersionless and to have lc << 1, so that the total complex transmission coefficient can
be expressed in terms of the following functions,
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In the above equations, n is the index of refraction of the material, K is the
absorption coefficient and / is the thickness of the sample.
The transmission spectrum deconvolution obtained from the Fourier transform of
the measured signals as shown in Equation 3.1 is compared with the modeled transfer
function of Equation 3.6 using a minimization algorithm which evaluates the sum square
error 6; defined as, 62 = • p2 + (A02 ) where zip and AO are the differences in the
theoretically predicted values and the experimentally obtained values of the modulus and
the argument of the complex transmission function respectively and are given by,
Minimization of the error gives a set of values of the refractive index, absorption
coefficient and length of the material which are the effective optical quantities due to
Fabry-Perot effects in the assumed dispersionless medium. Using these values in the
single pass model, actual optical parameters namely the spectra of the refractive index
and the absorption coefficient of the dispersive medium are obtained as,
The above quantities are the numerically extracted optical parameters for the dispersive
thin sample. From the above set of nAv) and K(v), the real and imaginary parts of the
dielectric constant of the material are calculated as functions of frequency 75 .
3.5 Results
3.5.1 Demonstration of Reciprocity Principle of Light
The time domain transmission measurements and the corresponding frequency domain
spectra for all the double side polished fDSP) wafers under study of thickness 50 pm, 250
uM and 700 gm, demonstrate the reciprocity principle. That is, the two opposite faces of
the wafers yield identical transmission spectra under THz illumination. This is very
important to assert the fact that THz radiation can be used for semiconductor
metrological applications. Figures 3.2 fa) and 3.2 fb) show the experimental time domain
plots and the corresponding transmittance for both sides of the 250 gm thick silicon
wafer. The transmittance has been obtained by normalizing the DFT of the data of the
sample to that of air as given by Equation 3.1.
Figure 3.2 Plot of measured 1Hz signal in fa) time domain and fb) corresponding
frequency spectrum of a DSP 250 1-Lin p-type Silicon wafer. It is seen that the spectra of
the transmitted 1Hz pulse is identical irrespective of the side of illumination.
However as shown in Figure 3.3, when the 1Hz spectrum of the 475 um thick
single side polished Silicon wafer is observed, it is found that the result does not conform
to the reciprocity principle. This difference in the spectra from the two opposite faces
suggests that probably 1Hz radiation is sensitive to surface roughness and opens up
further avenues for the application of 1Hz spectroscopy in estimation of the surface
roughness.
Figure 3.3 THz spectra of single side polished 475 pm thick Silicon wafer. It is seen that
the spectra of the two sides are not identical.
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3.5.2 Estimation of Refractive Index and Extinction Coefficient Spectra
Using the analysis described in Section 3.1.5, both the real and the imaginary parts of the
complex refractive indices as a function of frequency are determined for the silicon
wafers using Equation 3.8. Figure 3.4 fa) shows a comparison of the experimentally
obtained and numerically extracted frequency dependent refractive indices for the 250
1.im thick DSP silicon wafer. The experimentally obtained refractive indices show the
characteristic Fabry-Perot oscillations while the numerically corrected value of refractive
indices has monotonic variation of about 10% over the frequency range of 0.2 to 1.2 1Hz.
Figure 3.4 fb) shows the corresponding comparison of extinction coefficient for
the same wafer. The absorption is mainly due to the presence of free carriers in the doped
wafers76. In fact, for a very lightly doped wafer, or conversely, for a semiconductor of
high resistivity, 1Hz absorption would be almost negligible. Understandably, apparatus
manufactured from high resistivity Silicon are the ones which are extensively used as
optical components at THz frequencies.
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In previously published reports in the literature61, 67, 68, the variations observed in
the index of refraction have been much larger compared to results in the present study
which is more reasonable and in accordance with theoretical predictions 77 . The apparent
discrepancies cannot be attributed to the difference in resistivity of the silicon wafers and
hence, is probably due to the new approach of applying an unconstrained nonlinear
optimization technique to account for the effects of multiple reflections within the wafers.
Corresponding plots have been shown in Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5 Comparison graphs showing the results of the current study and previously
published work. The graph of Ref [68] has been digitized from the actual reported data.
3.5.3 Calculation of the Dielectric Constant and Conductivity
Subsequently, the real and imaginary parts of the complex dielectric constants are
calculated, the results of which are shown in Figures 3.6 fa) and fb) respectively. It is
seen that, they agree well with the theoretical predictions.
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Figure 3.6 (a) Real and fb) Imaginary parts of the dielectric constant of Silicon extracted
numerically for the 250 1.tm thick wafer.
The imaginary part of the complex dielectric constant is directly related to the ac
conductivity 7S . The frequency dependent electrical conductivity of the sample is shown in
Figure 3.7. The value of the conductivity at the lowest frequency, that is, at 0.2 THz gives
an estimation of the dc conductivity, which corresponds to a resistivity of 2 0-cm. This is
in accord with an independent four probe measurement of resistivity on the same wafer
which gave the value to be 4.5 0-cm.
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3.6 Conclusions
A unique numerical method to calculate the optical and electrical parameters of unknown
homogeneous samples with THz-TDS has been discussed. The advantage of the proposed
numerical technique is that it requires knowledge of only the primary transmission and
the number of echoes recorded for optically thick samples and only the primary
transmission for thin samples. Additionally, the method uses the simplex algorithmic
approach to minimize the errors between the experimental and theoretical values and
results in the actual optical constants of the sample under investigation. The results show
a significant improvement in the values of the refractive index and also show that surface
roughness has an effect on the THz transmission.
CHAPTER 4
CHARACTERIZATION OF GATE DIELECTRIC MATERIALS
In this chapter, the results of the investigation of some gate dielectrics, namely Silicon
Dioxide fSi02) and Hafnium Dioxide fHf02) with THz radiation is discussed. A brief
overview of the various absorption processes in materials is also presented with special
emphasis on the absorption mechanisms of our interest due to the current investigation.
The analysis involves the method of impedance matching incorporating diffusive effects
and an effective medium approximation which have been used to develop a model to fit
the experimental data, subsequently estimating the number of defect states in the
interfacial layer between the gate dielectric and p+ Silicon layer. The results are
noteworthy in terms of its applications to the microelectronics industry whereby a non-
contact technique in the form of 1Hz radiation might be an altemative to the conventional
contact techniques that are used to characterize gate dielectrics.
4.1 Introduction and Motivation
For a long time, silicon based dielectrics fSi02, Si3N4, SiOxNy) have been widely used as
the key dielectrics in the manufacture of silicon integrated circuits and all other
semiconductor devices. Continual scaling of devices has led to reduction in dimensions
with an increased performance and a decrease in the cost of devices. These phenomenal
trends are popularly quantified as "Moore's law" which predicts that number of
components per chip doubles every eighteen months 79 and as Figure 4.1 shows, Moore's
law has been followed for a surprisingly long time. This continued scaling of
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complimentary metal-oxide-semiconductor fCMOS) integrated circuit technology is
critical for the silicon based microelectronics industry and is pushing the Si-SiO 2 system
to its very limits, thereby leading to the consideration of alternate gate dielectrics to
replace Silicon dioxide S0' 81.
Figure 4.1 Moore's Law and more.
(Source: 2005 International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors)
A fundamental nature of silicon technology is the fortuitous nature of silicon as a
material -- it can be reacted with oxygen or nitrogen in a controlled manner to form
superb insulators with excellent mechanical, electrical and dielectric properties. These
dielectrics in turn, are used as core components of the two device types that represent the
heart of the silicon semiconductor industry: as the capacitor dielectrics used for
information storage in dynamic random access memories fDRAMs) and as the transistor
gate dielectric in CMOS field effect transistor (FET) logic devices. In both cases, the
thickness of the present dielectric, namely SiO2 or a Si-O-N analogue is becoming
sufficiently thin that leakage currents arising from electron tunneling through the
dielectrics are posing a problem and are viewed as a major technical barrier82 . Although
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the exact thickness limits are currently the source of much research and debate, one
solution of the problem is the replacement of SiO2 by an altemative insulator with a
higher dielectric constant. This implies that the thickness of the dielectric could be
increased and one of the most promising candidates being suggested is Hafnium
Dioxide"' S4 .
Even though a large number of gate dielectrics have been studied in the past few
years, due to its high band gap and adequate conduction band offsetS5 ' 86, Hafnium based
high k dielectrics have become a very promising candidate to replace SiO2 in CMOS
technology. If the capacitor dielectric is SiO2, a capacitance density of 34.5 fF/pm 2 would
correspond to an equivalent oxide thickness teq of 10 A. Equivalent oxide thickness
represents the theoretical thickness of SiO2 that would be required to achieve the same
capacitance density as the dielectric ignoring issues such as leakage current and
reliability. Hf02 with a bulk relative permittivity of 25 1°3 , therefore affords a physical
thickness of 63 A to obtain teq of 10 A. Developing all optical methods involving either
linear and/or differential spectroscopic measurements to deduce the effects of this oxide
on the Silicon interface is if great interest in the microelectronics industry, specially since
it will open up the possibility of online quality monitoring of fabricated microelectronic
components.
Additionally, optical pump-THz probe techniques have been very effective in
investigating the carrier dynamics of different materials in the THz region of
frequencies"' SS ' S9 . Following that approach, in this work, it has been shown that visible
pump-THz probe spectroscopic measurements provide an estimation of the number of
defect states and the scattering times of the carriers in the interfacial layer between the
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dielectric and the substrate. A subsequent Drude analysis incorporating diffusion effects
of the photogenerated carriers and an effective medium approximation shows that the
defect density for the high dielectric constant material fHf0 2) and Silicon interface is
more than at the Si02/Si interface which accounts as one of the probable reasons for the
decrease in channel mobility under the Hf02 layer9° .
4.2 Experimental Arrangement
Figure 4.2 shows the schematic of the experimental set-up for performing the optical
pump-THz probe measurements. The linear measurements were done using the set-up
which has been discussed in Section 3.2. The differential measurements have been
obtained by blocking the pump laser beam when taking the linear measurements for the
corresponding wafer.
Figure 4.2 Experimental arrangement for pump-probe studies on the gate dielectrics. It
was ensured that the pump and the 1Hz beam overlap on the sample and they are incident
at almost the same angle. The lens was used to focus the pump beam on the sample; the
incident intensity was 0.5 W/cm2.
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4.3 Samples Studied
The wafers provided by Sematech Inc. were 20 cm in diameter and had either a coating
of photoresist fPR) or nitride deposition (ND)-Si 3N4 coating on 70 or 100 A thick Hf02
and 50 A thick Si02 dielectric layers. These samples were deposited on a heavily doped
p+ layer fBoron doping-10 1S cm -3 , 300 A thick). Finally there was the p-type Silicon
substrate of thickness 500 um. In addition, different control samples, each coated with
either photoresist or Si3N4 without any oxide layer was provided. A schematic of the
structure of the wafer is shown in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3 Structure of the investigated wafers. p-type Silicon substrate: green, p+
Silicon layer: blue, Hf02/Si0 2 layer: brown and photoresist/Si 3N4 coating: magenta.
4.4 Brief Overview of Absorption Processes in Solids
In describing absorption processes in solids, it is possible to categorize the major
phenomena under six different sections as shown in Figure 4.4. They can be arranged in
the order of decreasing energy transition as:
(i) Electron transition from valence band to higher lying conduction bands:
characterized by continuous high absorption processes with structure variations
depending on the density of states distributions in the bands involved. The optical
absorption constant is usually in the range of 10 5 -106 cm -1 .
(j) Transitions across the band gap of the material: the magnitude and variation of
the absorption constant depends on whether the transition involves a photon only
fdirect transition) or whether it involves both a photon and a phonon findirect
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transition). The absorption constant decreases by many orders of magnitude as
the photon energy drops below the band gap energy.
fk) Optical excitations producing a bound electron-hole pair or an exciton: requires
less energy than to produce a free electron-hole pair. The exciton can be thought
of as a system capable of moving and transporting energy through the crystal
without transporting net charge.
f1) Imperfection or impurity absorptions: Presence of imperfections creates energy
levels that lie in the region of forbidden gap. Therefore, at energies less than the
band gap, it is still possible to excite electrons to the conduction band from
imperfection levels occupied by electrons. For very high imperfection densities,
the corresponding absorption constant may have values as high as 10 3 cm-1 , but
in general, is considerably less.
fm)Free carrier absorption: causes a transition to higher energy states within the
same band or to higher bands. This process occurs over a wide range of photon
energies.
fn) Reststrahlen absorption: absorption of photons in the excitation of optical mode
vibrations of the crystal lattice. This does not involve electronic transitions.
The 1Hz range of energies is suitable to study the free carrier absorption effects in
materials where, for semiconductors, the absorption has an inverse square dependence on
frequency.
Figure 4.4 Optical transitions snown in me Dana diagram. 	 excitation from valence
band to higher lying conduction band, f2) excitation across band gap, f3) exciton
formation, f4) excitation from defects and impurities and f5) free carrier absorption.
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4.5 Theoretical Model
The theoretical model is based on the Drude theory which is briefly revisited in Section
4.5.1. The preliminary theoretical model as discussed in Section 4.5.2 neglects any
diffusive effects of the pump beam while the advanced analysis incorporating the effects
of diffusion and the effective medium approximation has been discussed in Section 4.5.3.
Finally, Section 4.5.4 outlines the method for evaluating the number of interface traps in
the interfacial layer.
	4.5.1	 The Drude Model
The Drude model is based on the classical equations of motion of an electron in an
optical electric field and gives the simplest theory of optical constants of materials, where
the major contribution to the dielectric function is through free carriers. Excellent treatise
of the same can be obtained here91 ' 92 .
This model is not limited to metals fsince they have inherent free carriers), even
nonconductors show a free electron type behavior at sufficiently high frequencies93 .
Impurities in semiconductors which release either free electrons or free holes, also give
rise to optical transitions below the minimum band gap that are characteristic of the
Drude theory.
	4.5.2	 Preliminary Modeling
According to the Drude model, the frequency dependent dielectric constant of a material
is given by61,
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where n is the real and k is the imaginary part of the complex index of refraction, goo is the
dielectric constant of the material at high frequencies, is the collision frequency and
cop=(47rNe2/mefi ll2, N, e, meff are the plasma frequency, number density, electronic charge
and effective mass of the free carriers felectrons or holes) respectively. Separating the
real and imaginary parts of the above equation we obtain,
Two different types of methods can be used for the subsequent analysis of the
experimental data. The first is the transfer matrix method and the second is the
impedance matching method.
4.5.2.1 Abeles Method of Transfer Matrices. 	 By using the transfer matrix
method, the linear transmission at normal incidence through n' layers, no being the first
medium is given by,
where Sd=ndkodd and the symbols have their usual meanings with do being the thickness
of medium n . Further details following this method of analysis has been worked out
elsewhere"' 95. However, one of the main drawbacks of this approach is it restricts any
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dispersion of the material properties and inherently makes the paraxial assumption of
sineant9-th which is not always true in real-world applications. To overcome such
hindrances, the impedance matching approach is considered.
4.5.2.2 Method of Impedance Matching. The impedance of a plane wave traveling
in a medium of relative permeability pr and dielectric constant Er is
Since for our case, pr=1, the impedance can be written as Z=Zo/n where n is the
refractive index of the material. When optical radiation is incident on an interface
between materials having different impedances, then the amount of optical energy that is
transmitted is related to the impedances of all the materials under concem. Since the
faces of the wafers under investigation are very flat and parallel, and the light source is
coherent, the method of transformed impedances 96 is used to calculate the transmission
through such a multilayer structure.
Considering a three layer structure as shown in Figure 4.5 fa), the effective
impedances of medium 1, 2 and 3 are97 ,
It can be shown that the reflection and transmission coefficients of the structure
are exactly the same as shown in Figure 4.5 fb) for normal incidence where the effective
thickness of layer 2 is given by d'----dcos02.
Figure 4.5 Waves passing through a dielectric slab. fa) waves incident at an angle being
reflected and refracted and fb) normal impedance structure equivalent to fa).
The transformed impedance of medium 3 at the boundary between media 1 and 2
where k2 is the wave number in a medium 2. The transmission is given by,
For the unpumped and pumped structures which have five and three interfaces
respectively, Equation 4.7 has been used sequentially starting at the last optical surface
and working back to the first. The respective impedances are given in Equations 4.9 fa)
and fb).
It should be noted that for the differential transmission fmultiline visible Argon
pump-THz probe) measurements, it is assumed that the layer undemeath the oxide is one
continuous layer. This is justified since our probing wavelength is much larger than the
thickness of the p+ layer. In addition to this, we assume that the p+ layer is so heavily
doped that the electron hole concentration near the surface is far greater than deep into
the substrate which allows us not to make any assumptions on the thickness of the layer.
We further simplify our analysis by observing the time domain plots (shown in Figure
4.10) and noting that the only change observed in the THz transmission is a reduction in
its amplitude due to its photoexcitation rather than a phase change. Hence, it can be said
that the change in the index of refraction due to photo-excitation affects only the
imaginary part of the refractive index. Thus,
where As, is the change in the imaginary part of the dielectric constant of the material due
to photo-excitation which is obtained from,
where AN and Az are the changes in the carrier concentration and scattering time
respectively due to photoexcitation.
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Following this method of analysis, we obtained Drude model fits to linear
reflection and transmission scans and it is seen that results agree with experimental
measurements. To obtain analytical fits to the differential experiments in order to
estimate the number of photoexcited defect states, the analysis was done separately for
the pumped and unpumped states and then the difference was normalized to the
unpumped measurements. This is justified since we were pumping with a CW laser
source. This method also allows us to extract the values of the mobility in the interfacial
layer from the carrier scattering time.
The value of the frequency independent characteristic optical constants of the
materials of the different layers of the wafer that was used in the calculations is shown in
Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Optical Properties of Materials fN is the Doping Concentration)
4.5.3 Advanced Modeling with Diffusion and Effective Medium Approximation
4.5.3.1 Diffusive Effects of the Photoexcited Carriers. The continuity equation
describes that a change in carrier density with time is due to the difference in the
incoming and outgoing flux of carriers taking into account generation and recombination
processes. The flow of carriers and recombination and generation rates are shown in
Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.6 Electron currents and possible generation and recombination processes. The
interface states have also been shown to demonstrate their position at the gate
dielectric/substrate interface.
When the pump laser fCW Argon laser) is incident on the front face of the
sample, there is a decrease in the intensity of the beam according to Beer-Lambert' s law,
I=I0e -az where the absorption coefficient of the medium is a and I is the intensity of the
radiation at a distance z from the point where the intensity of the radiation is Io. This
concentration gradient of the optical energy due to the optical pump beam accounts for
the variation in the number of photoexcited carriers generated at the surface of the
interfacial layer than in the bulk of the same layer. The carriers generated at the surface
will gradually diffuse into the layer.
In the following analysis, diffusive effects in the Hf0 2 layer, the interfacial layer
between Hf02 and p+ Silicon layer and the p+ Silicon layer have been accounted for
since the calculations show that the effects of the pump beam will not go beyond 50 nm
of the p+ Silicon layer and there is no evidence in literature to show that the pump beam
will produce carriers in the photoresist layer.
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Once the steady state has been reached, the diffusion equation for the
In the above equation, the subscript n refers to electrons, where Dn is the
diffusion coefficient of the electron and Tn refers to the electron scattering time. A
similar equation can be written for the positive carriers or holes. Assuming that we are
interested in the region x>0 and the fact that the concentration of the carriers has to
decrease as we go deep into the medium, the solution to this second order differential
eauatinn is_
where L. = VD.r. is the characteristic diffusion length of the electron in a particular
medium and nn(x) is the concentration of the electrons at a distance x from the surface of
the medium. Further, the diffusion coefficient is related to the mobility of the carriers in a
particular layer by the Einstein relations 104 . Hence, it is understood that due to the
diffusion, there is a non-uniform distribution of the carriers along different points of the
same layer, that is, along the direction of propagation of the pump beam through the
sample.
This effect of diffusion of the carriers is accounted for in the analysis by
incorporating the right hand side of Equation 4.13 in the imaginary part of the dielectric
constant of a particular layer given in Equation 4.2. Since we are interested in the number
of defects in the interfacial layer between the gate dielectric and the p+ Silicon layer, we
assume that there is a change in the diffusion coefficient of the carriers in this particular
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layer due to photoexcitation. This is justified as more carriers having energies in the THz
range are generated when the laser light is incident on the sample which is also evident
from the experimental measurements as shown in Figure 4.10). From the figure, it is
observed that when the sample is photoexcited, the amount of 1Hz radiation transmitted
is much less compared to similar linear measurements.
However, there is the issue of the dielectric constant of the interface layer which
must be calculated to a reasonable degree of accuracy to correctly estimate the actual
number of defect states in the interfacial layer between the gate dielectric and the
substrate and this forms the subject of the next section.
4.5.3.2 Estimation of Dielectric Constant using Effective Medium Approximation.
The dielectric response of a heterogeneous material and the limits to the amount of
microstructural information that can be drawn from it are easily understood if we recall
that electrodynamics deals with macroscopic observables that are basically averages of
their microscopic counterparts. The solution to the effective dielectric problem therefore,
involves two distinct steps: first, the electrostatic problem is solved exactly for the given
microstructure to obtain the local electric field e(r) and dipole moment p(r) per unit
volume at every point in space; secondly, these microscopic solutions are averaged to
obtain their macroscopic counterparts l°5' 106 .
The Lorentz-Lorentz fLL), Maxwell-Gamett fMG) and Bruggeman fBG)
effective medium approximation models are simple effective medium theories 107 that
represent a heterogeneous dielectric mixture by a single parameter. Hence, they represent
a natural first approximation to model the dielectric constant of the interfacial layer
between the substrate and the gate dielectric material. The situation is similar to that of a
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binary disordered material consisting of two materials having dielectric functions sj(v)
and 62(1) with concentrations fvolume fractions) of fl and f2
107,
In the LL approximation, which was developed to describe point polarizable
entities of polarizability a embedded in vacuum with the effective dielectric
constant is given by,
The MG approximation assumes that the different materials involved consist of
regions large enough to possess their own dielectric identity. If the host dielectric
medium ffor our case, Silicon) has a dielectric function of Esi, the effective dielectric
constant is given by,
The BG expression allows the effective medium itself to act as the host medium
and in this approximation, the effective dielectric constant of the interfacial layer for the
wafers under investigation is given by,
where in all the above expressions, Hf02 and SiO2 refer to the gate dielectric of the
particular wafer under consideration. Equation 4.14 approximates an aggregate or random
mixture microstructure where Hf02 and SiO2 are inserted into the effective medium
itself. Since the interfacial layer in our case is not a guest-host configuration, which is
typical to the description of nanomaterials using LL or MG models 110' 111 , the BG
approximation has been used to model the experimental data.
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It should be remembered that the application of the effective medium
approximation is justified since the size of the inhomogeneities f-few nm) is well below
the wavelength of the probing radiation (hundreds of microns). Also, as a first order
approximation, it has been assumed that the interfacial layer is free of any voids.
The incorporation of diffusion effects and the Bruggeman Effective Medium
approximation gives the most accurate results for modeling the results of the differential
measurements as has been shown in Section 4.6.
4.5.4 Evaluation of the Number of Interface Traps
Assuming that the recombination time of the carriers in the interfacial layer between
Hf02 or Si02 and p+ Silicon layer to be the same, the following expression can be written
for the number of interface traps"' 95 ,
where a is the photon absorption cross-section, NIT is the number of interface traps and
AN is the number of photoexcited states.
4.6 Experimental Results and Analysis
4.6.1 Linear Time Domain Measurements
As mentioned in Section 4.2, two types of experiments were performed on the samples.
This section shows the results of the linear THz transmission experiments.
Figure 4.7 shows the results of the linear time domain scans in reflection mode on
the different wafers. As is seen, the experiment was performed in such a manner that the
THz beam arrived on all the samples at the same time as without them.
Figure 4.7 Results of reflection measurements on the gate dielectric wafers. (a) the time
domain scans, fb) the corresponding Fourier transforms having Si3N4 coating as the
topmost layer and fc), fd) corresponding measurements for the photoresist coated wafers.
As is observed from the above results, the different types of wafers cannot be
distinguished under such measurements. This is also reflected in the reflection spectrum
of the same as shown in Figure 4.8. The reflection spectra have been normalized to the
spectra of the gold mirror.
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Figure 4.8 Reflection spectrum of the different wafers of the gate dielectrics. The
numbers in the legend for each of the wafers refers to the thickness of the gate dielectric
layer in manometers; PR: photoresist coated and ND: Si3N4 coated.
Figure 4.9 fa) shows the results of the transmission measurements on the same set
of wafers and Figure 4.9 fb) shows the results of the Drude model fit using the impedance
matching approach as discussed in Section 4.5.2.2.
Figure 4.9 (a) Transmission spectrum of the different wafers and fb) Drude fit to the
experimental data for wafer with a 7 nm layer of Hf0 2 coated with photoresist.
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Once again, it is seen that the various wafers appear similar under linear
transmission measurements. The Drude parameters obtained from the fit, namely, the
carrier concentration ATI,+ , Np and the respective scattering times r match closely with the
specifications provided by the manufacturer and have been used for subsequent
calculations in the analysis of the data obtained from differential measurements.
It is observed from the graphs shown in Figures 4.8 and 4.9 that the scatter is
more in the case of transmission measurements which can be attributed to the fact that the
spot size of the 1Hz beam is only 3 mm for transmission measurements compared to 45
mm for reflection measurements. This results in the transmission experiments to be more
sensitive to film inhomogeneities, surface roughness and other physical attributes.
4.6.2 Optical pump-THz probe measurements
Figure 4.10 shows the time domain plots of optical pump-THz probe measurements on
the set of wafers. As mentioned earlier, the optical pump was a multi-line visible CW
Argon laser at 514 nm with an intensity of 0.5 W/cm2.
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It can be seen from the graphs that even though, the wafers all looked similar
under linear reflection and transmission measurements, there are pronounced differences
between them under optical pump-THz probe measurements. Also, the most dominant
effect observed is a change in amplitude of the 1Hz waveform which suggests that the
change in transmission is mainly due to the imaginary part of the dielectric constant as
mentioned in Section 4.5.2.2.
The differential plots as shown in Figure 4.11 have been constructed by taking the
difference of the experimental measurements for the case when the pump beam was on to
the case when the pump beam was off and then this difference was normalized to the
pump beam off situation. This calculation is expressed in the following equation,
It is observed from the plots that the differences between the wafers are more
evident under visible pump-THz probe measurements. It is even possible to distinguish
between the photoresist coated and the Si3N4 coated wafers.
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4.6.3 Analysis of Experimental Data
Preliminary modeling using the method of transfer matrices gives results as shown in
Table 4.2. The details of the calculations have been shown here 94' 95 . As is seen from the
table, the number of photoexcited carriers is too large. Though it is possible that carriers
are generated at the rate of 10 1S/second, diffusive effects will reduce the number of
carriers that is seen by the THz probe pulse. At the same time, this model assumed that
the scattering time of the carriers in the interfacial layer for both the Si02/Si and the
Hf02/Si interface is the same. Since the model did not account for any difference in the
scattering time of the carriers fit was assumed to be 200 fs), we were not able to make
any estimate of the mobility in the interfacial layer.
Table 4.2 Parameters Extracted by the Transfer Matrix Method
The more general modeling involving the impedance matching approach
incorporated the variation of the scattering time for the different layers and it gave better
estimates of the number of photoexcited defect states. Additionally in accordance with
Equation 4.11, the algorithm automatically calculated the scattering times for the
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different interfacial layers fnamely Hf02/Silicon and Si02/Silicon) from which an
estimate of the mobility of the interfacial layer was also possible by using the equation,
where the subscripts e and p refer to electrons and holes respectively. Theoretical fits to
the experimentally obtained data for visible pump-THz probe measurements is shown in
Figure 4.12 and the corresponding number of defect states and extracted mobility values
have been tabulated in Table 4.3. The number of photoexcited defect states for the
Hf02/Silicon interface is found to be at least ten times more than for the Si0 2/Silicon
interface. However, the number is too high considering the fact that our pump beam was
continuous. At the same time, the results of the number of defect states are off by at least
a few orders of magnitude from the expected theoretical values which are typically of the
order of 10 12 cm-3 for the Hf02 coated wafers80 . This is expected because Equation 4.15
assumes that the scattering times are similar for all the wafers.
Figure 4.12 Differential plots and theoretical fits for fa) Photoresist coated samples and
fb) Si3N4 coated samples. It can be seen that using the simple analysis as described in the
text in Section 4.5.2.2, accurate fits are generated by changing the carrier concentration
and scattering times for the different wafers.
Table 4.3 Defect States and Mobility for Different WafersfPreliminary Analysis)
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Finally, on applying the model as developed in Section 4.5.3, it is seen that the
incorporation of diffusive effects and the BG effective medium approximation, the most
accurate results are obtained because the effect of diffusion allows us to estimate the
exact number of photoexcited defect states and since it has been assumed that the
interfacial layer behaves as a Bruggeman effective medium with a mixture of Silicon
dioxide and Hafnium dioxide it was also possible to estimate the thickness of the
interfacial layer with a fair degree of accuracy. Figure 4.13 shows the corresponding
graphs for the different sets of wafers. It is evident from the graphs that there is an
excellent match of the theoretical model with the experimentally observed differential
transmission.
Table 4.4 lists the number of defect states, electron mobilities and the thickness of
the interfacial layer for each of the wafers. Interestingly, the results agree with the values
obtained by electrical measurements on similar wafers performed at Sematech Inc. 112 and
as reported by other researchers working on similar structure wafers 113 ' 114 ' 115 .
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Table 4.4 Parameters of the Interface fAdvanced Analysis)
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4.7 Conclusions
Continued scaling of the gate dielectric has precipitated the need for a greater and more
detailed understanding of the issues pertaining to integration and reliability. In this work,
an all optical non contact technique has been proposed to estimate the number of defect
states and the thickness of the interfacial layer for a stacked dielectric structure. The
dielectrics studied are the present day industry standard, SiO2, and the most promising
replacement candidate of the future, Hf02.
It was also observed that photoresist coated samples are more transmissive to THz
radiation than the corresponding Si3N4 coated samples. This is probably due to the fact
that photoresist is more absorptive to visible wavelengths than Si3N4. Also, we have been
unable to distinguish between the wafers having different thickness of the gate dielectric
material, namely, Hf02. This is expected since we are probing the dynamics of the
carriers undemeath this layer or of the "buried" layer. Also, not much difference is
expected in the number of photoexcited carriers between the 7 and 10 nm thickness of the
material.
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The results obtained are very promising as they show the immense potential of a
myriad of applications THz spectroscopy in the semiconductor industry. This study opens
up the possibility of using THz radiation to study the properties of "buried" layers which
might be of immense help in the microelectronics industry for in-situ monitoring of the
quality of the fabricated wafers and also for semiconductor metrology applications.
CHAPTER 5
CHARACTERIZATION OF MATERIALS OF CONTEMPORARY INTEREST
As mentioned previously in this dissertation, the core objective of this work has been to
characterize different materials in terms of their material properties that will help in their
classification and subsequent identification.
To that effect, in the first part of the current chapter, we discuss our attempt to
observe differences, if any, in the absorption spectrum of a chemical fAmmonium
Nitrate, NH4NO3) having different grain sizes. The second part deals with our
experiments using another chemical fComposition C-4; which is essentially hexahydro-1-
3-5-trinitro-1-3-5-triazine or RDX). Finally, the last portion of this chapter discusses
about our investigation on a novel material, cyclic olefin polymers, using 1Hz
spectroscopic techniques.
5.1 Investigation of Ammonium Nitrate
5.1.1 Introduction and Motivation
Over the past several years, there has also been an increased interest in the potential of
using THz radiation in applications such as medical imaging and tomography 116,
spectroscopy and detection of concealed explosives, chemical and biological agents and
common biomaterials117' 11S, 119 The major factors contributing to this interest are:
fa) Material Transparency: THz radiation is transmitted through most non-metallic
and non-polar mediums, thus enabling THz systems to "see through" concealing
barriers such as packaging, corrugated cardboard, walls, clothing, shoes, book
bags, pill coatings etc. in order to probe for concealed or falsified materials.
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fb) Spectroscopic Signatures: Many materials of interest for various applications feg.
explosives, chemical agents, and biological agents for security applications, and
pharmaceutical chemicals for online monitoring/ control) have characteristic THz
spectra that can be used to fingerprint and thereby identify these materials.
In the study of solids, THz spectroscopy is particularly relevant as the observed
absorption features could be linked to the states of crystallinity and morphological
conditions of the solid under study120, 121. Most of the solids under 1Hz studies have grain
sizes that are comparable to the wavelength of THz waves and thus, size dependant
characteristics like the complex refractive index play a major role in determining the
material transmission and extinction spectra. In such cases, the extinction spectra are
greatly influenced by scattering losses which partially obscure the characteristic phonon
resonances of the solids leading to complications in the quantitative analysis of the
experimental data122 .
Driven by the motivation of resolving the above limitations, we carried out 1Hz
spectroscopic measurements with NH4NO3; the identification of which is further
complicated by its lack of having any sharp spectral signatures at THz frequencies.
Fourier Transform Infrared fFTIR) studies have already reported that NH4NO3 has
monotonically increasing attenuation spectra up to 3 THz 117 . The usefulness of
experimental measurements where the grain size of the solid is varied to identify any
trend in the transmission and/or extinction spectrum thus bears particular interest in the
1Hz region as it would set the fundamental limitations on the absorption signature of
these materials.
In this study, the transmission spectrum of Ammonium Nitrate has been obtained
for different grain sizes to study the effects of scattering between 0.2 and 1.2 1Hz. It is
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also shown that when the grain size of the sample is increased, there is a deviation from
the Mie theory prediction.
5.1.2 Experimental Methodology
The experimental set-up is similar to the arrangement that has been described earlier in
Section 3.1.2 and will not be repeated here. The sample of NH4NO3 was obtained from
Fisher Scientific® fCAS # 6484-52-2) and was of average grain size 700-750 gm. This
was spread out uniformly in three sets of samples over Scotch ® polyethylene packaging
tape. The first set of the samples had a thickness of 1.602 mm. The next two sets were
crushed using mortar and pestle to an average grain size of 350-400gm, thickness: 0.380
mm and 100-150pm, thickness: 0.413 mm respectively. Scotch® packaging tape was used
as the sample holder and the two tapes sticking together was used as the reference or
"blank" for the measurements.
The standard procedure of making pellets mixed with high density polyethylene
fHDPE) using a pellet press was avoided in order to maintain control over the grain sizes.
Moreover, it has been reported that inexact mixing of PE powder and the compounds
affects the absorption spectra 123 .
5.1.3 Experimental Results and Analysis
As noted earlier, time resolved THz spectroscopy provides both amplitude and phase
information about the samples under study. Figure 5.1 fa) shows the THz electric field
amplitude of the three different samples of NH 4NO3 and the "blank". The delay in the
arrival time of the THz pulse gives an estimate of the broadband refractive index of
NH4NO3 to be 1.804 which compares well with the literature value of 1.816 124 . The
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corresponding amplitude spectrum obtained by Fourier transforming the time domain
data is shown in Figure 5.1 fb).
Figure 5.1 Plots of the THz signal in fa) time domain and fb) frequency domain. The
dips of the reference pulse at 0.57 1Hz, 0.78 THz and 1.12 THz are due to water vapor
absorption.
The transmission spectrum T(v) for each of the samples of NH 4NO3 is obtained
from the following equation,
Figure 5.2 shows the transmission spectrum of NH4NO3 for the three different
grain sizes. A significant trend is observed where it is found that the width of the
transmission spectra decrease with increase in size of the grains. Subsequent numerical
fits also shown in Figure 5.2 reveal that the frequency dependence of the transmission
spectrum is such that, when the grain size is small f100-150m,m), it follows the inverse
square law which is not in accordance with Rayleigh scattering 122, 125, However, with an
increase in grain size, the dependence tends to be of an inverse cubic nature.
Figure 5.2 Plot of the 1Hz transmission spectra of NH4NO3. The scatter show the
experimental points for the different grain sizes and the corresponding lines show the
numerical fits in accordance with the legend of the figure.
From the numerical fits, it can be seen that when the grain size of NH 4NO3 is
small f100-150vtm), the results cannot be modeled on the basis of Rayleigh theory which
says that the optical scattering of a collection of scatterers depends inversely on the fourth
power of the frequency. Hence, the Mie theory was applied since it accounts for the
variation in the frequency dependence of the optical transmission based on both the grain
size and refractive index of the materials 126 . Figure 5.3 fa) shows the extinction spectrum
for NH4NO3 for different grain sizes and Figure 5.3 fb) shows the corresponding
predictions based on Mie theory for the 100-150 pm grain size sample. A detailed
analysis based on the Mie theory approach can be found here 127 .
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Subsequent work at the 1Hz Spectroscopy and Imaging Group at NJIT plotted a
generic curve based on Mie theory 127 . This plot predicts the total extinction coefficient
for different materials, M with refractive indices n, and a range of values of size
parameter, x, to account for any variation of their size and/or wavelength as shown in
Figure 5.4. In this plot x = 27-cvr 1 c is the size parameter which is defined as the ratio
between the size of the grain and the center wavelength of the probing radiation, is an
important dimensionless quantity.
This work showed that these frequency trends are not unique or representative
of the materials used, as extinction is a function of the refractive indices, n and as well as
the size parameters, x of the samples. In fact, for a specific material with different grain
sizes, one would obtain varying frequency dependence of extinction. Likewise, the grain
sizes of different materials could be chosen in such a way that the extinction spectra of all




In this study, the transmission spectrum of Ammonium Nitrate has been obtained for
different grain sizes to study the effects of scattering between 0.2 and 1.2 1Hz. It is
shown that with increasing grain size, there is a deviation from the Mie theory prediction
which can be attributed to the fact that larger grains have arbitrary shapes which are not
essentially spherical and thus, Mie theory does not appear to hold for them. In a more
physical sense, it can be argued that larger grains introduce the effects of dependent
scattering, multiple scattering and other factors making the radiation transfer problem
more complex.
Finally, it can be deduced from this study that any identification of an unknown
granular solid in a concealed manner cannot be made based on the frequency trend of its
1Hz extinction spectra, as the frequency dependence of the extinction of a solid is a
function of both its material property, as well as its grain size. This work, might
therefore, prove to be a crucial step towards successful material identification with its
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attempt to enumerate the possible discrepancies in the spectrum due to different
morphological conditions.
5.2 Investigation of hexahydro-1-3-5-trinitro-1-3-5-triazine fRDX)
5.2.1 Introduction and Motivation
1Hz pulsed spectroscopy and imaging have been identified as very promising techniques
for the identification of explosives and other threats in security screening at airports and
elsewhere. One of the main advantages of using 1Hz radiation for such applications is
1Hz waves have very low photon energies f4 meV at 1 1Hz; 1 million times weaker than
X-ray photons) and will not cause harmful photoionization in biological tissues 12S ' 129 .
Of particular note are THz applications where the unique interrogation and
characterization capabilities of the submillimeter wave radiation has been applied to
highly ordered materials, for example, crystalline explosives and drugs that exhibit strong
THz absorption features 11S, 130, 131, 132 by experimental studies in transmission mode.
However, for real-world applications, reflection measurements are preferred since most
bulky targets are impossible to measure in transmission mode as the target will attenuate
the incident THz waves completely.
In this study, the main motivation was to perform reflection measurements using
hexahydro-1-3-5-trinitro-1-3-5-triazine fRDX) and to investigate whether there is
sufficient contrast in the measurements around 0.8 THz, the most prominent absorption
peak in the THz spectrum of RDX.
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5.2.2 Experimental Methodology
The basic principle of the experimental scheme is very similar to the one that is employed
in transmission studies as described in Section 3.1.2. However, the modifications that
were done to perform reflection measurements are shown in Figure 5.5.
Figure 5.5 Schematic of a 1Hz-TDS system in reflection geometry. All the mirrors used
are either gold coated plane mirrors or off axis parabolic mirrors. Mirror M2, a gold
coated plane mirror of diameter 2" is replaced by RDX and thus is the reference for the
measurements.
The sample of RDX used was a circular disc of diameter 1 inch and thickness of 1
mm. it was prepared from a spherical mass of Composition C-4 f91% RDX and 9%
plasticizer) which was eventually flattened over a Teflon plate using a Teflon spatula.
Care was taken to make the reflecting surface as uniformly flat as possible.
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5.2.3 	 Experimental Results and Analysis
In 1Hz reflection spectroscopy measurements, one reference waveform, E„j(t) is
measured which reflects from the surface of the gold mirror and a second measurement,
Esample is performed, in which the 1Hz radiation reflects off the sample. The reflection
spectrum 1Rexp fV) is obtained from the FFT of the time domain data as,
To account for the variation of the reflection cross section between the reference
and the sample, we introduced a normalization factor, which we considered to be a
positive multiplicative constant to the experimental reflectance defined as,
Figure 5.6 (a) shows the 1Hz electric field amplitude of the gold mirror and RDX.
The corresponding amplitude spectrum is shown in Figure 5.6 fb).
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The natural logarithm of the experimentally obtained reflectance as defined in
Equation 6.4 has been shown in Figure 5.7.
Figure 5.7 Comparison of the experimentally obtained and theoretically predicted
reflectance of RDX. The curves have been displaced vertically for clarity.
5.2.4 Conclusions
The results show that a contrast of 8% is observed around the primary absorption peak of
RDX, that is, at 0.8 1Hz and there is an excellent repeatability of measurements. Previous
experimental measurements in the 1Hz region involving RDX in both specular 133 and
diffuse 134 reflection modes had reported similar results. They agree with the theoretical
prediction of Yamamoto where he had used the transmission data and had then,
theoretically calculated the expected reflectance of the material. The investigation has
demonstrated that 1Hz techniques are promising for the detection of RDX based
explosives in the reflection configuration which is significant for stand-off detection and
identification in real world applications. However, spectroscopic detection of RDX in
reflection requires a system to measure a change in reflection from 0.7-0.9 THz of about
8%.
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5.3 Investigation of Cyclic Olefin Polymers
5.3.1 Introduction and Motivation
Optical plastics 135 are an important article of commerce and are widely used to make
optical storage devices such as compact discs fCDs) and digital video discs fDVDs) 136,
lenses for cameras and projection displays 137, fibers 13S and diffractive optical lenses 139 .
The advantages of optical plastics over other materials are their mechanical toughness
and high optical transmission 136 .
More recently, polymers have found increasing use in optical components and
devices such as waveguide integrated optics 14o° 141. The materials for such applications
must satisfy many requirements of which the foremost are high use temperature, high
optical transmission in the region of interest, low moisture absorption, low birefringence
and, in certain applications, a large thermo-optic coefficient 142, 143.
TOPAS® Cyclic olefin polymers fCOPs) 144 are a new class of optical
thermoplastics that have a number of attractive properties, namely low moisture uptake,
high water barrier, low birefringence, high optical transmission, large Abbe number,
chemical resistance to common solvents such as acetone and high heat resistance fglass
transition temperature Tg=1 80°C) 145 . TOPAS® has been evaluated highly in the market as
a resin with optical properties comparable with PMMA fPolymethyl methacrylate, acrylic
resin), superior heat resistance to PC fpolycarbonate) and superior dimensional stability
to PMMA and PC 135 . Furthermore, it is a material that is suitable for modifier
applications for existing materials, where it can improve the water vapor barrier, increase
rigidity, enhance heat resistance and make materials easier to cut.
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In addition to all the above material aspects of COP, it holds a greater promise in
the world of optical characterization where it maybe used for manufacturing broadband
window, lens, and optical chambers. This is particularly crucial as COP has a high
constant transmission of 90% over the entire range of the visible spectrum as also very
low attenuation around the CO2 laser wavelengths 14°' 141 .
The main motivation of the current study was to investigate such polymers for
their potential use in the THz range of frequencies as that would give tremendous
flexibility in terms of it use for spectroscopy and imaging.
5.3.2 Fabrication of Cyclic Olefm Polymers
The sample of TOPAS ® COP 8007 was obtained from the Infrared Fibers Group at
Rutgers University, New Brunswick. A brief summary of the typical procedure for
fabrication of such materials is outlined below.
COP is copolymerized from norbomene and ethylene using a metallocene catalyst
in contrast to the more conventional methods used to make other optical plastics 146. A
typical polymerization scheme is shown in Figure 5.8. The presence of norbomene in
ethylene does two things: it raises Tg and reduces crystallinity so that when norbomene is
present, the polymer is amorphous.
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5.3.3 Experimental Methodology
The experimental set-up is similar to the arrangement that has been described earlier in
Section 3.1.2 and will not be repeated here. By rotating the COP sample at various angles
to the incoming 1Hz radiation, variations, if any, on the transmission spectrum has been
studied.
5.3.4 Experimental Results and Analysis
Figures 5.9 fa) and fb) show the 1Hz electric field amplitude both with and without the
40 gm thick COP sample placed at the focus of the 1Hz beam and the corresponding
transmission spectra for the three different angles. The experiment was also performed
with a 3 mm thick bulk COP sample to obtain an estimate of the broadband refractive
index of the material from the delay in the arrival time of the 1Hz pulse and it was found
to be 1.492 which matches closely with the value at 1 THz as predicted by a Sellmier
equation of the form146,
It can be seen from the transmission spectra that almost all the incident light
(-95%) is transmitted through the polymer and the transmission is also independent of
the polarization of the incident 1Hz beam and thus, opens up the possibility of using this
material for fabricating 1Hz optics.
In order to extract the frequency dependent optical parameters of TOPAS ° 8007
COP film, the analytical recipe as outlined in Section 3.4 of Chapter 3 has been used. The
material was optically thin and so it was necessary to account for the Fabry-Perot effects
in the refractive index and the extinction coefficient of the material. Figure 5.10 shows
the plots of the refractive index and the extinction coefficient of the 40 gm thick cyclic
olefin polymer film. It is seen that the typical refractive index is ~ 1.52 which might
allow the material to be used for index matching applications and the fact that the
extinction coefficient is low f-0.1) hints that it can also be used as a window material in
the 1Hz range of frequencies as a cheap alternative to high resistivity float zone Silicon
or high density polyethylene fHDPE).
figure 5.10 Uraph showing the variation of retractive index and extinction coefficient of
TOPAS ® COP film between 0.2 and 1.2 1Hz.
5.3.5 Conclusions
The current study extends the range of COP transmission to include the far infrared or the
1Hz region of wavelengths where it has been shown that almost 95% of the incident THz
radiation passes through the material with very little attenuation. This opens up the
unique possibility of commissioning this polymer for transparent optics to be used in
such optical systems which would require the use of both high energy radiation such as
near-UV and low energy radiation such as 1Hz.
From a more specific point of view in terms of spectroscopic standpoint, COP
optics, especially in electro-optic sampling measurements and 1Hz pump-probe
investigations would reduce the typical problems of stringent alignment while using
different wavelengths of pump radiation through conventional THz optics materials like
Silicon or HDPE which are opaque to such wavelengths of radiation.
CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
The 1Hz band, bordered by far infrared and millimeter wave bands of the
electromagnetic spectrum encompass radiation that fall within an approximate range of
0.3-10 1Hz, which corresponds to wavelengths between 30 gm and 1 mm. 1Hz
spectroscopic technology has advanced to the point where practical commercial systems
are now feasible. With this advancement has come the potential for 1Hz imaging, both
in the focal plane and using interferometric techniques. Combined they offer a powerful
tool for material characterization, inspection and security screening.
This dissertation has proposed systems and algorithms for material
characterization and has presented a framework for material identification based on THz
spectroscopic data. This framework has been applied in some specific case studies like
obtaining the optical constants of Silicon, studying size dependent effects on the THz
transmission using Ammonium Nitrate, obtaining the reflectivity of RDX around its
phonon resonance of 0.8 THz for imaging applications in security screening and
investigating the properties of TOPAS ® 8007, an olefin polymer, for its potential
applications in fabricating optical materials at 1Hz frequencies. Additionally, the
dissertation has also addressed the issue of investigating the properties of "buried" layers
using optical pump-THz probe measurements using multilayer wafer structures.
This chapter concludes this dissertation by drawing together the research
described in previous chapters and discussing future directions for continued
development. Following is the summary of the previous where THz spectroscopy has
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been used as a versatile tool for studying some of the fundamental properties of different
materials.
• Chapter 3 presents the study of Silicon where a mathematical routine has been
proposed to account for Fabry-Perot effects. This gives significantly better results
than those which exist in the literature. Also, this study demonstrates that THz
spectroscopy is sensitive to surface roughness of the wafers.
• In Chapter 4, the results of the investigation of multilayer wafer structures have
been reported. It shows that THz spectroscopic techniques can be used to study
the properties of buried layers. The analysis described involves the use of the
diffusion equation and the effective medium approximation to predict the defect
density and the thickness of an interfacial layer.
• Chapter 5 discusses three different topics: In the first part, it describes the study
of Ammonium Nitrate of different grain sizes to look for any possibilities of
identification of such materials having no phonon resonances in the THz region.
The second part deals with the identification of RDX, an energetic material. It
details THz-TDS in reflection mode and the experimental data have been
subsequently used in the THz Spectroscopy and Imaging Group at NJIT to
perform simulations relating to interferometric imaging. Lastly, this chapter
discusses the investigation of the optical properties of TOPAS ® 8007 and
highlights its applications for fabricating lenses and windows in the THz region
of wavelengths.
In all the above studies, sufficient accuracy was demonstrated and they seek to
highlight the potential of THz spectroscopic techniques in a myriad of applications
pertaining to characterization of materials.
With rapidly developing technology, there are a vest number of open questions
and a vast array of potential research problems. This section surveys the scope of the
future work in this area and highlights promising extensions of the work presented in this
dissertation.
Much of the progress in THz spectroscopy systems in the past decade is
attributable to progress in THz sources and detectors, and these remain core areas of
development. Both THz spectroscopy and imaging systems will benefit greatly from
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future high power 1Hz sources such as quantum cascade lasers and others described in
Chapter 2. Higher power sources coupled with more sensitive detectors will result in
higher SNR which will increase the sensitivity of measurements. In particular, 1Hz
spectroscopy systems will continue to increase in bandwidth and resolution, while
reducing in size.
As greater understanding of the interaction of THz radiation with different
materials is obtained, it will become increasingly easier to construct a 1Hz spectroscopic
database for screening purposes. Also, as this dissertation has demonstrated, the THz
technique has proven to be useful for investigation of the properties of both "surface"
layers and "buried" or "hidden" layers. This technique therefore, might be of immense
help to the microelectronics industry especially in the context that has been discussed in
this dissertation where the defect state density was calculated using optical pump-THz
probe techniques.
Also, future controlled studies are required to develop an analytical model to
estimate the magnitude of surface roughness and to set the limits of the use of 1Hz
radiation for such applications. In particular, THz radiation can also be used to probe the
breakdown zone in materials by initiating the breakdown with an extemally applied
electric field and probing the material with THz radiation to gain fundamental insights
into the carrier dynamics of the material near breakdown.
The investigation of Ammonium Nitrate of different sizes demonstrated that
Rayleigh scattering is not responsible for the attenuation of THz radiation when it
propagates through powdered substances. Subsequent work showed that Mie theory is
probably more adept to explain the results especially in the limit of the scatterers being
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spherical and in the domain of single scattering. However, any classification of materials
based on their size and refractive index is a very difficult problem and would require the
incorporation of multiple scattering events.
In closing, it would not be out of place to mention that with every technological
advance in each region of the electromagnetic spectrum, there have been vast
applications of them in scientific and technological advancement. THz science is still in
its infancy and continues to grow with every passing moment.
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